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Yeah, reviewing a book Deadtown 1 Nancy Holzner could go to your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, triumph does not suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as well as arrangement even more than new will offer each success. next to, the publication as capably as perception of this Deadtown 1 Nancy Holzner can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Becoming Jinn Lori Goldstein 2015-04-21 Transformed into a Jinn and cursed to a life of servitude upon reaching the
age of 16, Azra hides her true identity behind the persona of a hardworking teen while secretly learning how to harness
her unusual powers, which she soon discovers are not quite like the rest of her circle of female Jinn and may, in fact,
put her family in danger.
Sweep in Peace Ilona Andrews 2015-10-22 Dina DeMille isn't your typical Bed and Breakfast owner. Her inn defies laws
of physics, her dog is secretly a monster, and the only permanent guest of the inn is a former Galactic tyrant with a
price on her head. The inn needs guests to thrive and guests have been scarce, so when an Arbitrator shows up at Dina's
door and asks her to host a peace summit between three warring species, she jumps on the chance. Unfortunately, for
Dina, bridging the gap between space vampires, the Hope-Crushing Horde, and the merchants of Baha-char is much easier
said than done. To make the summit a success, she must find a chef, remodel the inn, keep her guests from murdering each
other, and risk everything, even her life, to save the man she might fall in love with. But then it's all in the day's work
for an Innkeeper...
Blameless Gail Carriger 2010-09-01 Quitting her husband's house and moving back in with her horrible family, Lady
Maccon becomes the scandal of the London season in the third book of the NYT bestselling Parasol Protectorate
series. Queen Victoria dismisses her from the Shadow Council, and the only person who can explain anything, Lord
Akeldama, unexpectedly leaves town. To top it all off, Alexia is attacked by homicidal mechanical ladybugs,
indicating, as only ladybugs can, the fact that all of London's vampires are now very much interested in seeing Alexia
quite thoroughly dead. While Lord Maccon elects to get progressively more inebriated and Professor Lyall
desperately tries to hold the Woolsey werewolf pack together, Alexia flees England for Italy in search of the
mysterious Templars. Only they know enough about the preternatural to explain her increasingly inconvenient
condition, but they may be worse than the vampires -- and they're armed with pesto.!--EndFragment-- BLAMELESS is the
third book of the Parasol Protectorate series: a comedy of manners set in Victorian London, full of werewolves,
vampires, dirigibles, and tea-drinking. The Parasol Protectorate Soulless Changeless Blameless Heartless Timeless For
more from Gail Carriger, check out: The Custard Protocol Prudence ImprudenceCompetenceReticence Finishing School
(YA) Etiquette & Espionage Curtsies & Conspiracies Waistcoats & Weaponry Manners & Mutiny
Darklands Nancy Holzner 2012-07-31 A new Deadtown novel in the acclaimed dark urban fantasy series by the
author of Bloodstone and Hellforged... They call it Deadtown: Boston’s quarantined section for its inhuman and
undead residents, a result of the zombie plague. Most humans avoid it like...well, like the plague—but shapeshifter
Victory Vaughn, Boston’s only professional demon slayer, isn’t exactly human. Boston’s demons have been
disappearing, and Vicky’s clients are canceling left and right. While fewer demons might seem like a good thing, Vicky
suspects foul play. A missing Celtic cauldron from Harvard’s Peabody museum leads her to an unwelcome conclusion:
Pryce, her demi-demon cousin and bitter enemy, is trying to regain his full powers. But Pryce isn’t alone. He’s conjured
another, darker villain from Vicky’s past. To stop them from destroying everything she loves, she’ll have to face her
own worst fear—in the realm of the dead itself.
Dead Mann Walking Stefan Petrucha 2011-10-04 After Hessius Mann was convicted of his wife's murder, suppressed
evidence came to light and the verdict was overturned-too bad he was already executed. But thanks to the miracles of
modern science Hessius was brought back to life. Sort of. Now that he's joined the ranks of Fort Hammer's pulsechallenged population, Hessius attempts to make a "living" as a private investigator. But when a missing persons case
leads to a few zombies cut to pieces, Hessius starts thinking that someone's giving him the run-around-and it's not like
he's in any condition to make a quick getaway...
Reap the Wind Karen Chance 2015 The chief seer for the supernatural world, Cassie Palmer, a Pythia, must journey
through the ages to find the soul of her friend John Pritkin and save him from his curse without causing a world-ending
paradox or two. Original. 150,000 first printing.
Bloodstone Nancy Holzner 2011-09-27 They call it Deadtown: the city's quarantined section for its inhuman and
undead residents. Most humans stay far from its borders - but Victory Vaughn, Boston's only professional demon
slayer, isn't exactly human... Boston's diverse South End is known for its architecture and great restaurants, not its
body count. So when mutilated human corpses begin turning up in the area, the entire city takes notice. The killer-dubbed
the South End Reaper-uses a curved blade for his grisly work. And even though there's no real evidence pointing to a
paranormal culprit, the deaths are straining the already-tense relations between Boston's human and inhuman residents.
As the bodies pile up, Vicky, her formidable aunt, Mab, and her werewolf boyfriend, Kane investigate, only to find that
the creature behind the carnage is after something much more than blood...
Generation V M.L. Brennan 2013-05-07 Reality Bites Fortitude Scott’s life is a mess. A degree in film theory has left
him with zero marketable skills, his job revolves around pouring coffee, his roommate hasn’t paid rent in four months,
and he’s also a vampire. Well, sort of. He’s still mostly human. But when a new vampire comes into his family’s
territory and young girls start going missing, Fort can’t ignore his heritage anymore. His mother and his older, stronger
siblings think he’s crazy for wanting to get involved. So it’s up to Fort to take action, with the assistance of Suzume
Hollis, a dangerous and sexy shape-shifter. Fort is determined to find a way to outsmart the deadly vamp, even if he
isn’t quite sure how. But without having matured into full vampirehood and with Suzume ready to split if things get
too risky, Fort’s rescue mission might just kill him.…
The God Killer Simon R. Green 1991-05-01
Clean Sweep Ilona Andrews 2013-12-20 "On the outside, Dina Demille is the epitome of normal. She runs a quaint
Victorian Bed and Breakfast in a small Texas town, owns a Shi-tzu named Beast, and is a perfect neighbor, whose
biggest problem should be what to serve her guests for breakfast. But Dina is... different: Her broom is a deadly weapon;
her Inn is magic and thinks for itself. Meant to be a lodging for otherworldly visitors, the only permanent guest is a
retired Galactic aristocrat who can't leave the grounds because she's responsible for the deaths of millions and
someone might shoot her on sight. Under the circumstances, 'normal' is a bit of a stretch for Dina. And now, something
with wicked claws and deepwater teeth has begun to hunt at night... Feeling responsible for her neighbors, Dina decides
to get involved. Before long, she has to juggle dealing with the annoyingly attractive, ex-military, new neighbor, Sean
Evans -- an alpha-strain werewolf -- and the equally arresting cosmic vampire soldier, Arland, while trying to keep her
inn and its guests safe. But the enemy she's facing is unlike anything she's ever encountered before. It's smart, vicious,
and lethal; and putting herself between this creature and her neighbors might just cost her everything."--Page 4 of
cover.
Sweep of the Blade Ilona Andrews 2019-07-16 Maud Demille is a daughter of Innkeepers--a special group who provide
'lodging' to other-planetary visitors--so she knows that a simple life isn't in the cards. But even Maud could never
have anticipated what Fate would throw at her. Once a wife to a powerful vampire knight, Maud and her young
daughter, Helen, were exiled with him for his treachery to the desolate, savage planet of Karhari. Karhari killed her
husband, and Maud--completely abandoned by his family--has spent over a year avenging his debts. Rescued by her sister
Dina, she's sworn off all things vampire. Except... In helping Dina save the world, she met Arland, the Marshal of House
Krahr, one of the most powerful vampire houses. One thing led to another and he asked for her hand in marriage. She
declined. Arland is not used to hearing the word 'no;' and try as she might, Maud can't just walk away from Arland. It
doesn't help that being human is a lot harder for Maud than being a vampire. To sort it all out, she accepts his
invitation to visit his home planet. House Krahr is extremely influential and Maud knows that a woman--a human, with
a very questionable past--who's turned down a proposal from its most beloved son won't get a warm reception.
Maybe she's not sure about marrying Arland, but House Krahr isn't going to decide for her. Maud Demille has never run
from a fight, and House Krahr will soon discover that there's a lot more to Maud than they're expecting.
Magic Without Mercy Devon Monk 2012-04-03 Allison Beckstrom’s talent for tracking spells has put her up against
some of the darkest elements in the world of magic. But she’s never faced anything like this. Magic itself has been
poisoned, and Allie’s undead father may have left the only cure in the hands of a madman. Hunted by the Authority—the
secret council who enforces the laws–wanted by the police, and unable to use magic, she’s got to find the cure before
the sickness spreads beyond any power to stop it. But when a death magic user seeks to destroy the only thing that
can heal magic, Allie and her fellow renegades must stand and fight to defend the innocent and save all magic…
Crossroads Jeanne C. Stein 2011-08-30 As a bounty hunter, Anna Strong knew how to find trouble. But now that
she's a vampire, trouble seems to have a knack for finding her... The death of Anna's old vampire mentor is causing ripples
in the mortal world. His forensic report has brought up some anomalies and people are asking questions-questions that
no vampire wants to answer. Anna needs to lie low, but the sudden discovery of a slew of drained bodies near the
Mexican border brings an old flame back into her life and with him, a new challenge. Then, some stunning news from an
unexpected source sends Anna and her friend Daniel Frey on a journey that may change both their lives-forever.
Angels' Pawn Nalini Singh 2009-03-03 Angels’ Pawn introduces readers to a world of beauty and danger where
angels and vampires coexist. The novella is the prequel to Nalini Singh’s Guild Hunter series. In Atlanta, a vampire
hunter is caught between two rival factions and the angel who is manipulating them both. Her only assistance comes
from a vampire who may have his own reasons for helping her... Praise for the New York Times bestselling Guild Hunter
series “One of my favorite paranormal worlds.”—Smexy Books “Amazing in every way!”—Gena Showalter, New York
Times bestselling author “A fabulous addition to the paranormal world.”—Fresh Fiction “Paranormal romance doesn’t
get better than this.”—Love Vampires “Intense, vivid, and sexually charged.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
After the Golden Age Carrie Vaughn 2012-01-31 Estranged from her super-powered parents, Celia finds her dream of a
quiet life as a Commerce City accountant shattered when her identity is revealed in the course of a notorious super
villain's tax-fraud trial. By the best-selling author of the Kitty Norville series. Reprint.
Firestorm Nancy Holzner 2017-05-16 They call it Deadtown: Boston's quarantined section for its inhuman and
undead residents. Most humans stay far from its borders--but Victory Vaughn, the city's only professional demon
slayer, isn't exactly human... When Vicky allowed an ancient goddess Ceridewen to possess her, she had no regrets--it
was the only way to protect the people she loved. But now she's got two supernatural beings posessing her body to
use her for their own means, leaving her with little free will of her own and more demonic trouble than she cares to
deal with. Despite the forces pulling her apart, Vicky needs all her wits about her. The demons of Hell are growing bold
and she can barely keep up with the attacks plaguing the city: sirens in the Mystic River, goblins snarling traffic on
Storrow Drive, imps tearing the gold from the State House dome. As the signs of war multiply and Hell threatens to
overrun its boundaries, Vicky finds herself torn between her duty to save the world and her desire to save something of
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herself... Praise for the Deadtown series "Nancy Holzner is a master of characterization."--Ilona Andrews, New York
Times bestselling author of Magic Bites "Fresh and funny, with a great take on zombies."--Karen Chance, New York Times
bestselling author of Reap the Wind "All urban fantasy lovers should be reading this superb series."--Bitten by Books
The Witcher Library Edition Paul Tobin 2018-11-13 Multi-Eisner award-winning writer Paul Tobin pens a fantasy epic
of the adventures of Geralt of Rivia, a witcher--one of the few remaining monster hunters from the critically acclaimed
video game fantasy The Witcher by CD Projekt Red! Featuring story art by Joe Querio, Piotr Kowalski, Max Bertolini,
with a bonus sketchbook section and additional art by Dave Johnson (100 Bullets), Dan Panosian (Slots), Stan Sakai
(Usagi Yojimbo), Duncan Fegredo (MPH), Simon Bisley (Lobo), and a cover by Mike Mignola (Hellboy). Collects issues
#1-#5 of the Witcher comic series House of Glass, Fox Children, Curse of Crows, and collected for the first time,
Killing Monsters one-shot--and features annotations from the creators of the comics, as well as a sketchbook
section.
Drawing Dead Andrew Vachss 2016-04-19 Even the deadliest gangs in Chicagoland fear the Cross Crew and carefully
avoid their cinderblock bunker headquarters: Red 71 is well known as the last place you'd want to go . . . unless
you’re willing to risk it being the last place you'll ever go. The Crew is notorious for its ruthless efficiency and coldblooded cunning. Why, then, would anyone be foolhardy enough to threaten them–and even more dangerous–their loved
ones? As Cross catches the scent of a far-reaching conspiracy, he realizes that it all connects to an unexplained
event in his past: a massacre from which he emerged inexplicably unscathed, save for the blue mark on his face that
pulses when danger is near. That scar has been throbbing more frequently of late. . . . If he's reading the signs
accurately, Cross might find himself again facing a terrible menace that is not altogether human. * MEMO FROM:
Captain Nathan Lancaster, Chief, Gang Surveillance Unit TO: All Precincts, Focus Near-North ALERT: Incoming
Threats to Cross Crew, Situation Highly Unstable DETAILS: “Cross” and known associates clearly organizing
response to perceived pattern of threats. Gang Intelligence indicates high probability of pre-emptive strikes. Report any
suspicious and/or unusual activity in Badlands area immediately, gang violence alert level RED.
Black Spring Christina Henry 2014-10-28 A former Agent of death, Madeline Black now has everything to live for,
most importantly, her unborn child. But Chicago has become ground zero in a struggle between ancient creatures, and
only Maddy can stop the carnage… The mayor of Chicago has announced a plan to round up the city’s supernatural
beings and put them in camps. With her due date looming, Maddy’s best move would be to lay low for a while. But not
everyone is willing to respect her privacy. Hounded by tentacled monsters, a rogue shapeshifter, and a tenacious
blogger, Maddy turns to her most powerful ally, her uncle Daharan, only to find him missing. Just when it seems like
things can’t get any worse, Maddy gets an invitation in the mail—to Lucifer’s wedding. Turns out everyone has been
invited, friends and enemies alike. And with that kind of guest list, it’s highly unlikely there will be a happily ever after.
Urban Shaman C.E. Murphy 2009-06-01 Joanne Walker has three days to learn to use her shamanic powers and save
the world from the unleashed Wild Hunt. No worries. No pressure. Never mind the lack of sleep, the perplexing new
talent for healing herself from fatal wounds, or the cryptic, talking coyote who appears in her dreams. And if all
that's not bad enough, in the three years Joanne's been a cop, she's never seen a dead body—but she's just come across
her second in three days. It's been a bitch of a week. And it isn't over yet.
Greywalker Kat Richardson 2009-06-02 Harper Blaine was your average small-time P.I. until a two-bit perp's savage
assault left her dead for two minutes. When she comes to in the hospital, she sees things that can only be described as
weird-shapes emerging from a foggy grey mist, snarling teeth, creatures roaring. But Harper's not crazy. Her "death"
has made her a Greywalker- able to move between the human world and the mysterious cross-over zone where things
that go bump in the night exist. And her new gift is about to drag her into that strange new realm-whether she likes it
or not.
Through the Grey Kat Richardson 2021-11-11 At the intersection of the normal and the weird, lies the Grey: a place
where whatever you believe in hard enough comes to dangerous life, and death, magic, and the unexpected lie in wait. The
journey begins with a ghost's pleas for justice that lead paranormal PI Harper Blaine to an unsuspected crime. Ranging
from harrowing to humorous, these ten tales from the imagination of best-selling author Kat Richardson travel into
the realms of mystery, science fiction, fantasy, and more: Share a drink with a reindeer on the run. Discover a young
genius whose nightmares may be the key to a post-apocalyptic world's return to the sunlight. Meet a witty woman
warrior and her wisecracking dragon companion. Accompany Detective Rey Solis on a strange case of bank robbery.
Confront a mysterious figure in a magical tower. Befriend menacing clockwork dogs. Accompany an undead thief on one
Hell of a job. Enter a roadside dive where a salesman's life takes a comic turn for the worst. Explore a Mexican
graveyard with Harper Blaine on the Day of the Dead. This volume includes two previously unpublished pieces, as well
as the limited-edition version of the Harper Blaine story Chemotherapy, and two other tales from the Greywalker
universe. Enter the Grey and let the journey begin.
On the Prowl 2007 A collection of paranormal romances, including Patricia Briggs' "Alpha and Omega," in which a
beautiful werewolf uncovers her true powers with the help of a werewolf prince.
Once Broken Faith Seanan McGuire 2016-09-06 New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning
author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urban-paranormal series list!" —Felicia Day Includes a brand-new map and original
bonus novella! Politics have never been October “Toby” Daye’s strong suit. When she traveled to the Kingdom of
Silences to prevent them from going to war with her home, the Kingdom of the Mists, she wasn’t expecting to return
with a cure for elf-shot and a whole new set of political headaches. Now the events she unwittingly set in motion
could change the balance of modern Faerie forever, and she has been ordered to appear before a historic convocation of
monarchs, hosted by Queen Windermere in the Mists and overseen by the High King and Queen themselves. Naturally,
things have barely gotten underway when the first dead body shows up. As the only changeling in attendance, Toby is
already the target of suspicion and hostility. Now she needs to find a killer before they can strike again—and with the
doors locked to keep the guilty from escaping, no one is safe. As danger draws ever closer to her allies and the people
she loves best, Toby will have to race against time to prevent the total political destabilization of the West Coast
and to get the convocation back on track…and if she fails, the cure for elf-shot may be buried forever, along with the
victims she was too slow to save. Because there are worse fates than sleeping for a hundred years.
Magic Shifts Ilona Andrews 2016-02-23 "After breaking from life with the Pack, mercenary Kate Daniels and her mate-former Beast Lord Curran Lennart-- are adjusting to a very different pace. While they're thrilled to escape all the
infighting, Kate and Curran know that separating from the Pack completely is a process that will take time. But when
they learn that their friend Eduardo has gone missing, Kate and Curran shift their focus to investigate his
disappearance. Eduardo was a fellow member of the Mercenary Guild, so Kate knows the best place to start looking is
at his most recent jobs. As Kate and Curran dig further into the merc's business, they discover that the Guild has gone
to hell and that Eduardo's assignments are connected in the most sinister way...An ancient enemy has arisen, and Kate
and Curran are the only ones who can stop it--before it takes their city apart piece by piece" -- Publisher's description.
Deadtown Nancy Holzner 2009-12-29 First in a brand new urban fantasy series that's "fresh and funny, with a great
new take on zombies" (Karen Chance) and "full of dangerous magic and populated with characters so realistic, they
almost jump off the page" (Ilona Andrews). If you were undead, you'd be home by now... They call it Deadtown: the
city's quarantined section for its inhuman and undead residents. Most humans stay far from its borders-but Victory
Vaughn, Boston's only professional demon slayer, isn't exactly human.
Black Night Christina Henry 2011-07-26 Madeline Black is an Agent of death, meaning she escorts the souls of people
who have died to the afterlife. Of course, not everyone is happy to see her... If obstinate dead people were all that
Maddy had to worry about, life would be much easier. But the best-laid plans of Agents and fallen angels often go
awry. Deaths are occurring contrary to the natural order, Maddy's being stalked by foes inside and outside of her
family, and her two loves-her bodyguard, Gabriel, and her doughnut-loving gargoyle, Beezle-have disappeared. But
because Maddy is Lucifer's granddaughter, things are expected of her, things like delicate diplomatic missions to other
realms.
I Am Your Disease Sheryl Letzgus McGinnis 2006-10 "Mom, nobody wakes up one day and decides to be an addict." The
stories contained in this book are about people from every walk of life, socioeconomic levels, religious and ethnic
backgrounds whose lives were intertwined with people who didnt "decide to be an addict." They all share one common
bond - living with, and loving an addicted person. Contained within the pages of this book are stories by bereaved
parents who have suffered the ultimate loss: The loss of their precious child. Read how addiction, whether it be drugs,
alcohol or gambling, destroys not only the addicted person, but their entire circle of friends and family. No one escapes
the tentacles of addiction. Like an octopus it reaches its deadly arms around us and squeezes the very life out of all
of us. Our society is affected in ways we never imagined. Read excerpts from middle school students on the peer
pressures they face today. Read about "pharming" and other code words used by kids. Read the stories of parents who
have gone through hell, sacrificing their very sanity trying to save their child. The profiles of these children will
change your mind about what kind of people do drugs. GOOD KIDS DO DRUGS TOO! And theyre dying by the thousands
from high profile celebrities to the boys and girls next door. It isnt always heroin or cocaine thats killing them.
Prescription pill abuse is growing at an alarming rate and parents need to know about this.
Disappearing Nightly Laura Resnick 2012-06-05 Esther Diamond, a struggling actress in New York, seems destined to
attract supernatural mayhem. When bizarre magical disappearances disrupt shows around the city, Esther receives a
mysterious warning not to go on with her off-Broadway show. Desperate to stay on stage rather than resort to
waiting tables, Esther turns to her new BFF, Dr. Maximillian Zadok, a 350-year-old mage whose day job is protecting
New York from Evil. Determined to get to the bottom of this mystery without losing her job, Esther and Max team up
with a conjuring cowboy, a banker with stage aspirations, and a flock of fearless drag queens. Also on the case is
Detective Connor Lopez, a sexy cop who has a thing for Esther, but who fears that she and Max may be a bigger problem
than the vanishing performers. Since the show must go on—and the astronomical rent must be paid—Esther, Max, and
their friends pursue Evil to its lair in their fearless determination to find the missing performers and restore harmony to
the city that never sleeps. Disappearing Nightly is the thrilling first novel of the Esther Diamond series.
Left Hand Magic Nancy A. Collins 2011 When an anti-Kymera faction known as the Sons of Adam invade Golgotham,
racial tensions escalate and Tate Eresby must stop the violence brewing between the Kymera, a race of witches, and
the humans. Original.
Tempt the Stars Karen Chance 2013-10-01 Being a goddess is a lot less fun than you might think. Especially when
you’re only a half goddess, and you only found out about it recently, and you still don’t know what you’re doing
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half the time. And when you’ve just used your not-so-reliable powers to burglarize the booby-trapped office of a
vampire mob boss. Yeah, that part sucks. But that’s just the tip of the iceberg for Cassandra Palmer, aka the Pythia,
the freshly minted chief seer of the supernatural world. After all, Cassie still has to save a friend from a fate worse
than death, deal with an increasingly possessive master vampire, and prevent a party of her own acolytes from
unleashing a storm of fury upon the world. Totally just your average day at the office, right?
Deadtown Nancy Holzner 2010 In Deadtown--a quarantined section due to its inhuman and undead residents--Victory
Vaughn must keep the city safe from all types of monsters while dealing with relationship issues, a demon-plagued
client and the Hellion who murdered her father. Original.
Black Wings Christina Henry 2010-11-30 The first novel of the Black Wings urban fantasy series, by Christina Henry,
author of Alice and Lost Boy. As an Agent of Death, Madeline Black is responsible for escorting the souls of the
dearly departed to the afterlife. It’s a 24/7 job with a lousy benefits package. Maddy’s position may come with magical
abilities and an impressive wingspan, but it doesn’t pay the bills. And then, there are her infuriating boss, tenant woes,
and a cranky, popcorn-loving gargoyle to contend with. Things starts looking up, though, when tall, dark, and
handsome Gabriel Angeloscuro agrees to rent the empty apartment in Maddy’s building. It’s probably just a coincidence
that as soon as he moves in, demons appear on the front lawn. But when an unholy monster is unleashed upon the
streets of Chicago, Maddy discovers powers she never knew she possessed. Powers linked to a family legacy of
tarnished halos. Powers that place her directly between the light of Heaven, and the fires of Hell…
One Fell Sweep Ilona Andrews 2016-12-20 From the New York Times #1 bestselling author, Ilona Andrews, comes a
new tale from the Innkeeper Chronicles “Ilona Andrews’s books are guaranteed good reads.”—Patricia Briggs, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Fire Touched Dina Demille may run the nicest Bed and Breakfast in Red Deer, Texas, but
she caters to a very particular kind of guest... the kind that no one on Earth is supposed to know about. Guests like a
former intergalactic tyrant with an impressive bounty on her head, the Lord Marshal of a powerful vampire clan, and a
displaced-and-superhot werewolf; so don’t stand too close, or you may be collateral damage. But what passes for
Dina’s normal life is about to be thrown into chaos. First, she must rescue her long-distant older sister, Maud, who’s
been exiled with her family to a planet that functions as the most lawless penal colony since Botany Bay. Then she
agrees to help a guest whose last chance at saving his civilization could bring death and disaster to all Dina holds
dear. Now Gertrude Hunt is under siege by a clan of assassins. To keep her guests safe and to find her missing parents,
Dina will risk everything, even if she has to pay the ultimate price. Though Sean may have something to say about that!
Stray Rachel Vincent 2016-03-14 "Compelling and edgy, dark and evocative, Stray is a must read! I loved it from
beginning to end." —New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter STRAY is New York Times bestselling author
Rachel Vincent first book in her acclaimed Shifter series. I look like an allAmerican grad student. But I am a werecat, a
shapeshifter, and I live in two worlds. Despite reservations from my family and my Pride, I escaped the pressure to
continue my species and carved out a normal life for myself. Until the night a Stray attacked. I'd been warned about
Strays—werecats without a Pride—constantly on the lookout for someone like me: attractive, female and fertile. I
fought him off, but then learned two of my fellow tabbies had disappeared. This brush with danger was all my Pride

needed to summon me back…for my own protection. Yeah, right. But I'm no meek kitty. I'll take on whatever—and
whoever—I have to in order to find my friends. Watch out, Strays—'cause I got claws, and I'm not afraid to use
them… More Praise: "Well written, fresh, charming, great voice —Buffy meets Cat People. I loved it, and look forward
to much more in the future from this talented author." —New York Times bestselling author Heather Graham "Rachel
Vincent is a new author that I'm going to be watching." —New York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison "A
highoctane plot with characters you can really care about. Vincent is a welcome addition to the genre!" —Kelley
Armstrong, author of the Women of the Otherworld series Previously Published.
Real Vampires Hate Skinny Jeans Gerry Bartlett 2012-04-03 Someone is eating for two... Full-figured vampire Glory
St. Clair thinks things are finally going her way. She's no longer possessed by a demon, the legions of hell aren't on her
tail, and her love life is heating up since she managed to reconnect with her maker-and longtime lover-Jeremy Blade. When
a pregnant demon shows up on her doorstep, Glory knows that everything is about to go to hell. Alesa is claiming
that the baby she's carrying is Rafe's, conceived while she was inhabiting Glory's body. A clever trap? Or could it be
true? Booties and bibs are the last thing on Glory's mind when she discovers dark secrets from her own forgotten past.
Who is she? What is she? And how will the men in her life deal with the fact that she may be more powerful than she
knew? One thing is certain. Glory has way more to worry about than fitting into her favorite pair of jeans...
The Girl in Red Christina Henry 2019 It's not safe for anyone alone in the woods. But the woman in the red jacket has
no choice. Not since the Crisis came, decimated the population, and sent those who survived fleeing into quarantine
camps. She is just a woman trying not to get killed in a world that doesn't look anything like the one she grew up in.
There are worse threats in the woods. Sometimes there are men. Men with dark desires, weak wills, and evil intents. Une
r
criture du Petit chaperon rouge.
Marjorie M. Liu 2008-06-24 First in a stunning new urban fantasy series from an author who “NEVER
CEASES TO AMAZE.” (BOOKLIST, STARRED REVIEW) Demon hunter Maxine Kiss wears her armor as tattoos, which
unwind from her body to take on forms of their own at night. They stand between her and her enemies, just as Maxine
stands between humanity and the demons breaking out from behind the prison veils. It is a life lacking in love, reveling in
death, until one moment—and one man— changes everything.
Blood Bond Jeanne C. Stein 2013-08-27 As a vampire, Anna Strong has an immortal life...but now she’s running out of
time. Anna’s relationship with shape-shifter Daniel Frey has given her hope for a future with him and his son—especially
when Frey proposes… But just when Anna starts to think her life couldn’t be better, she must fly to France to be at
the side of her dying mother. There she learns that not every vampire accepts her Chosen One status. And one such vamp
is about to go rogue—by leading his followers in a fight to usurp humanity…
Shadow Kin M.J. Scott 2011-09-06 On one side, the Night World, rules by the Blood Lords and the Beast Kind. On the
other, the elusive Fae and the humans, protected by their steadfast mages... Born a wraith, Lily is a shadow who slips
between worlds. Brought up by a Blood Lord and raised to be his assassin, she is little more than a slave. But when
Lily meets her match in target Simon DuCaine, the unlikely bond that develops between them threatens to disrupt an
already stretched peace in a city on the verge of being torn apart...
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